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Here we are again. Another year and another set of forward-looking trends. And, just like last year, it has
been very difficult to make any firm predictions because of the volatility and instability of the global economy.
In short, anything could happen. But, then again, what’s the point of looking into the future if you aren’t
prepared to stick your neck out a little.
What follows is a list of 10 trends for the next 12-18 months. Readers should note that the list does not
replace previous annual lists but represents additional trends that are – or are expected – to emerge.
They are generally additions rather than replacements. Moreover, they are not the biggest trends either. They
are simply things that are new that I find interesting. But before we get stuck into the 10 trends here’s a list
of things I expect to see in the not too distant future.
1.

The global financial system will not collapse any time soon

	2. Shifts in consumer behaviour will turn out to be temporary and superficial
	3. The global economy is about to return to its default growth setting
4. A fault line will open up between developed and developing economies
5. Economies will run on a two-speed setting dependent on geography and sector
6. We have not addressed any of the fundamental causes of the GFC
7.

There will eventually be another global crash and this time it will be a humdinger

8. There will be a growing sense of anger in developed countries
9. Food inflation will return and it will cause trouble in some countries
10. The middle classes in the US and Europe are about to get squeezed
Richard Watson
January 2010
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TIME ZONES

TRENDS & TECHNOLOGY TIMELINE 2010+

ZONE 1: 2010-2015
ZONE 2: 2015-2020
ZONE 3: 2020-2025

Pers

A roadmap for the exploration of current & future trends
(+ some predictions to stir things up. More at nowandnext.com)
Convergence of healthcare
and financial planning

Contents of British Library available on a postage stamp-sized chip
Digital cash widely embedded in clothing

Digital cash
widely
embedded in
human body

Single global
e-currency

Growth of ‘Tech-No’ movement

Baby licences

Animals suing humans
Most people
have multiple
presences

Global population hits 9 billion

Brain drain from hedge funds to scientific R&D (energy #1 priority)

Desire for control

Search for meaning
(Mondays to Fridays only)

Online funerals

Digital celeb

Wealth asylum seekers
Calorie taxes

ZONE 4: 2025-2035

This map is a broad representation of some of
the trends and technologies currently visible.
Improvement works are carried out at weekends and
travellers should check to see whether lines are still
operable before commencing any journeys. Helpful
suggestions concerning new routes and excursions
are always welcome.
If you wish to travel outside of Zone 1 you are advised
to bring comfy shoes and a camera. Travellers are also
advised to bring their own supplies of food and water
although weapons are unnecessary if you keep to well
trodden paths. Also note that travel into Zone 5 is not
available for people aged over 75 years of age.

A3 and A2 Prints of this map
Full colour prints of this map are available
to anyone that asks nicely. A small charge is
levied to cover print and postage costs only.
Contact< richard@nowandnext.com >stating
whether you’d like A3 or A2 size and saying
which country the map is to be delivered to.
Delivery is available to anywhere in the world.
Atternatively, just print this out yourself
( A3 minimum recommended )

Sourced

Material for this map has been soured from a
number of publications including Future Files
and What’s Next

Convenience

Well-being

Indulgence

ZONE 5: 2035-2050
Notes on time travel

10-mile diets

Food passports

Whole life financial planning linked
to whole family model

Growth of
Business sustainability
micro-insurance largest determinant of
stock price

First Internet court
Online communities
start physical
communities

Emergence of
Gross National
Happiness
metrics

Genetically
enhanced pets

Figurative
revolution in the
arts as
neoclassicism
returns

Retirement
Move to global pricing
of consumer goods
(driven by shopbots)

Just-in-time
shopping

Disappearance
of checkouts

Pre-pay currency cards

75-year mortgages

Bionic
Olympics

Too much choice

Face recognition

Sensory experiences

Average lifespan
100 years

25% of company
HQs now virtual

Volatility

Digital diets

Near extinction of quality journalism
spawns philanthropic funding

Childcare robots
Quiet paint

Video wallpaper

Dining Rooms

Holographic storage

Modesty

Computers with
moving parts

Ocean dead zones
Affective computing
Eco-cynics

Wearable computers

www.nowandnext.com

Outsourcing backlash

Space tourism

Slow food
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Space solar power

This map is published under a creative Commons 2.5
Share-A-Like licence. This basically means that you can
do whatever you like with this map just so long as you
say where it came from.

could derail any of the above trends and
predictions

CHIME

End of low-cost

Most people

Skills sho

Resources increasingly acquired on a no questions asked basis

Peak water

Male birth control pill
Creation of new
arable lands as planet
warms up

Commodity price spikes
Raw materials shortages
� Mass migration of population
� Nuclear terrorism
� Internet brownouts

Plastic bones

All babies implanted with GPS & ID chips

Privacy
Food allergies eliminated

Russia

Digital no

Artifici

Genetic diets

Global migration drift to warming parts of
the northern hemisphere

Creation of Department of alcohol, firearms, soft drinks and confectionary
(mandatory health warnings on all alcohol, junk food and candy)

* Low probability/high impact events that

Comfort foods

Sustainable tourism

Human organ farms

Individual energy/carbon monitoring leads to allowances
and/or tiered costing based on system akin to personal

Global risks*

Cautious optimis

Gen X start to outlive their offspring

Global sensor network
Urban (vertical) farming
Focus on hardware reduces as
Rise of the vegetarians
services more distributed and
interoperable
Declining water quality
Quantum computing

No more anonymous email addresses
(one email address per person)

Fair trade
Shifting centres of economic activity

Consumer e-health

DNA
computing
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Virtual

Sustainab

Intelligent packaging

Global hospital brands

Nano-solar

Fuel-cell phones

Phone spam

Prediction markets Telepresence
Online medical records
Green IT

Low-cost competition

Green buildings

T.I

Digitalisation

Verbal search

Ubiquitous computing

Augmented reality
contact lenses

Wind power
Green cities

Simplicity

Contactless pay

4 billion mobile phone subscribers
Medical tourism

Aged care robots

Mo

Cloud storage
Increasing regulation
& compliance

Constant digital
Growth in passenger numbers
distraction
Domestic tourism
Voluntourism

Wireless re-charge

Cyber-pet vets

Web 2.0
Societal feminisation

Devices re-programming themselves
in light of experience
Tightening security
Micro-blogging

Single person households

Widespread use of brain
scans in job interviews

Face recognition doors

Health & safety hysteria

Machines that can judge emotional state of user

Online video
Physical newspapers
become luxury items

Use of fake information
as a weapon
Information pandemics

Home swap holidays

Full concentration

Online micro-pa

Growth of security
algorithms

Home/work convergence

‘Spinning disk’
memory devices

Empathy

Stored

Malicious intent detectors

Personalisation

Death of distance

Unexpected increase
in fertility rates

Loca

Increasing interest rates

Basic forms of AI

Mind control toys

Urbanisati

Price polarisation
(High / Low )

Virtual libraries
Blurring of scientific disciplines
Digital mirrors

wom

Infrastructure under-

Synthetic biology
Life story labelling

Device convergence

High Street Internet addiction clinics

Free-tailing

Conspicuous non-consumption

A graphic novel Acute labour
wins the Booker shortages in
Prize
aged-care sector

Pets outnumber people globally
Robot population
surpasses human
population

Monolines

Widespread cuts in
public services

Paper statements & bills

Blurring of sectors

Spe

Micro-finance

Local shopping

Robocops in
shopping malls

Authenticity
Rise of N11 countries
Rising levels of autocracy
Growth of st
Government
e-services
Emergence of Gross
Happiness metrics

Power shift
Eastwards

Growth of bartering

Last CD is
published
e-ink comes
of age

Provenance

Micro-scale health-bo

Meditation/holistic services bundled with medical pro
Spray on su

(demographically)

Electricity shortages
Rapid increase in cyber crime
� Critical infrastructure attack
� Rogue stakeholder
� WMD Proliferation

Optimism about the future

Green energy bubble
Genetic terrorism
� Collapse of US dollar
� Global supply chain d
� Terrorist attack on urb

�

�

�

�

�

�

sonal responsibility

People renting dreams

Inheritance

First human clone
Hunger for shared experiences

Cheques

e-voting in supermarkets

Folk-art revival

Widespread
outbreaks
of panic
Virtual protests
Face recognition doors

Expecting less
Pastism
Bio-mimicry

Nostalgia

Disintegration of EU

Increased immigration
to solve skills crisis
Resurgence of hobbies & craft

Rising rage

First child born in space

Children become luxury objects
Turkey, Iran and Mexico
become key powers

Prison ships

Invisibility cloaks

brities

Compulsory
paternity tests

Printable TV screens

Letter writing

Culture of immediacy

LEGEND

Community
theatre in the
round takes
off (again)

Collapse of free trade
1/3 of all military vehicles
now unmanned

Growth of G2

Government PR budgets
exceed military spending

Pulse
bombs

Function based tariffs
for electricity

Revival of far-right politics

People able to record every
event from birth to death

Widespread use of nano-materials

Airborne networks

Shape shifting materials
Molecular machines
Fully sensory internet
Cosmetic brain
Increasing influence of
World’s first thorium reactor
surgery
oil
states
on
US
politics
Traceability
Regionality
Green politics
opens in India
Energy harvesting buildings
Biotechnology
Epidemic of new
Growth of virtual communities
Open source intelligence gathering
Virtual water
mental disorders
Genetic prophesy at birth
Middle Class unrest
linked to uncensored
Intelligent vending machines
Globalisation unravelling Lunar dimming streetlights
use of digital devices
tate control
Carbon trading
Robotics
Local energy transmission networks
Artificial eyes
Men behaving like women
National
Meltdown of global
Shopping 2.0
financial system
Womb based therapy
Customer service avatars
eech recognition
become common place
RFID
Redefinition of health to
Small indulgences Third spaces
include happiness/well-being
Shift to
Negawatts
Clean
coal
Rare
earths
Authenticity Carbon chaos
local
EDLP
trade
Re-regulation
Half the world now
Increase in
Investment in renewable energy
Brain gyms Growth of outsourcing
living under double
pigouvian taxes
to Africa
Increasing longevity
digit inflation
men behaving like men
Mercantilism
-investment
Networked risk
Broader definitions of health
Peak landfill
Nuclear power renaissance
Home-based health
Cities painted
Seasonality
white to
Obesity
Medical tourism
increase reflectivity
Consumer e-health
Pensions funding crisis

Ageing

ion

Globalisation

alism

Micro-power generation

value cards

Telemedicine

Depression

Healthcare rationing
y Unsupervised adults

I.M

Flooding
Bio-simulations

Individualism

Droughts

Identity theft

Shorter formats

Environmental
change

Seabed mining

Hybrid fuels

Face recognition rear view
mirrors (linked to ignition)

Return of food inflation and food riots
Laboratory grown meat
in supermarkets

Increasing inflation

2-speed economies Increasing complexity

Fragrance cartridges
in mobiles
Water labelling

All vehicles fitted with GPS

e have 2+ careers

80% of global energy requirements still met by oil/coal/gas
Holidays at home packages

ortages bite
Communication free resorts

omads

Augmented reality windscreens

Sleep hotels

Average car now 50% of weight of 2010 model equivalent

Intimacy

DNA repair

disruption
ban water supply

Prediction
Dangerous currents

Water labelling
of all products

Second asset
bubble

Creative industries
become dominant
contributors to
global GDP

Self-driving cars

Fusion reactors
Cities laced with small vehicle lanes separate from road system
Self-repairing roads

Bio-diversity

US/China conflict
Israel/Iran conflict
� Bisphenol A link to cancer
� Geographical expansion of Russia
� Major earthquake in mega city

Poor visibility
High-speed link

Vehicles bought for technology upgrades rather than model changes

80% of global population now obese

ocedures
urgical gloves

Trend

Open source explodes with global standard for
royalty payments

Oceanic thermal converters

Hydrogen fuel stations

ots

Increasing automation

Variable road-pricing dependent on time of day/traffic volume

Mega trend

Companies
re-think
OHS&E
after
workplace
stress
claims

Oil at $200
a barrel
Facebook vacations
(meet your online friends in person)

Solar energy generating windows

Generational conflict in the workplace

Industrial repatriation

ial livers

Hypersonic
airliners

Collapse of
Chinese banking
system
Robotic insects for
crop pollination

Electricity shortages
Lunar dimming streetlights

inputs

All televised sport
now short format

3-D teleconferences

Fractional ownership

E liquidity

All ads now
personalised

Real-time car insurance

Bio-fuel backlash

Fully
immersive
gaming

Home/street
level domestic waste
processing

30% of all books
now digital

Fuel-cell cars

Gesture-based computing

Pilotless
airliners
Brain
holidays

Large screens
everywhere

User generated content

Urban car sharing

sm

Peak copper

Emergence of green nationalism
e-books

First moon hotel

Payments to
enter most cities
by private vehicle

Believers versus heretics

Growth of digital narcissism

Driverless lorries

Rising economc
protectionism

Personal nooks

User filtering

Energy storage

Plastic bridges

Peak Uranium

Shift to knowledge intensive industries

Wilder weather

bility

Growth of private
currencies

Metabolomics

Services outsourcing

Victim culture

yments

currencies

Islamic finance

Sense of entitlement

Data
security

Loneliness

Decline in real wages
Debt Stress

Robotic surgery

Binge drinking

iPills

Modular spaces

Debt

Industries consolidating globally

P2P lending
obile payments

Home as refuge

Domestic energy dashboards

ayments

Anxiety

Declining fertility
Urban/rural divide

Humility

Scarcity of hydrocarbon service
/ fuel stations

First moon mine

Partial ruin

Stringent laws requiring high levels of recyclability in all products

Global pandemic
Conflict with North Korea
� Political disintegration of Saudi Arabia
� Systemic failure of financial system
� Fundamentalist takeover in Pakistan

Middle class revolution
Collapse of China
� Mobile phone link to cancer
� Credit Default Swaps
� Rogue asteroid

Major nano-tech accident
Space weather disruption to comms
� Aliens visit earth
� Return of the Messiah
� People taking trend maps too seriously

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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1.

Globalisation unravelling

2.

Re-sourcing

3.

Expecting less

4.

Conspicuous non-consumption

5.

Unsupervised adults

6.

Constant Partial Stupidity

7.

Digital isolation

8.

Flight to the physical

9.

Hunger for shared experiences

10. Fear fatigue
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This is a tricky one. It is likely that the global financial crisis is now over in most parts of the world
(OK, maybe not in the UK and a few other fragile economies) and that growth will return to previous levels.
Surging demand will result in higher oil prices and resources shortages, while government debt will push
up inflation* and interest rates. In short, globalisation will accelerate once again, albeit with a few billion
rather disgruntled and jittery people at its core. Only perhaps it won’t. Maybe what will happen is that
developing nations will embrace globalisation whilst developed nations resist it. Hence, a ‘new normal’ where
globalisation occurs within a context of localism and protectionism.
Could globalisation ever stop? It’s not probable but it is possible. It happened once before, starting with the
lead up to WW1 and consolidated by the Great Depression of the late 1920s and early 1930s. The most likely
scenario, in my view, is that despite getting the global economy back on track, nationalist sentiments will take
over and certain things will collapse back into national boundaries.
This is partly because people will be worried about the level of connectivity and complexity (hence risk) that is
still built into the global financial system and partly because a few people have got an eye on what a booming
global population, together with shifting consumption habits, means for raw materials demand.
Resource nationalism is hardly a new idea. It refers to governments shifting control of key resources away
from foreign and private interests, but it could also mean governments refusing to sell certain resources
(e.g. farm land or rare earth minerals) to other nations, regardless of price, citing national security reasons.
Implications?
Expect borders to become less permeable. Also expect anti-Chinese sentiments to increase and expect G20
relations with China to deteriate once China becomes the World’s #1 economy (somewhere between 2020
and 2025)** Expect a shift in free-trade too. Free trade is an excellent way for a dominant power to cement
its position, but once power is lost things can reverse quite quickly.
Also expect rage to increase. In the US, 1 in 8 mortgages are in delinquency or foreclosure. Add rising
unemployment (one person every 7.5 seconds in the US), declining real wages, runaway executive
compensation, simmering discontent with President Obama - and a few million guns in the US - and things
could turn very nasty indeed. In particular, watch for companies stressing local heritage and connections and
also for the extreme right manipulating popular rage for political advantage.
* Or maybe not. So far there isn’t much evidence for this. Perhaps we will have deflation instead
** Unless complications within the Chinese system lead to a systemic collapse
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Ten or twenty years ago companies outsourced various activities to developing economies because of cost.
Now the opposite is occurring. Companies (critically their customers, but increasingly their employees) are
starting to question the high cost of low prices – specifically what are the social, ethical and environmental
policies behind what they buy.
Having looked into these issues, many people don’t like what’s happening and they are starting to insist
that things are made closer to home where they have more control. Hence the emergence of terms such as
re-sourcing or industrial repatriation.
Examples? Steif, the German toy company, recently moved its production facilities away from China back to
Germany because, in the words of Steif's CEO, “Money isn’t everything.”
Prediction: Expect to see more companies (starting with companies operating in the luxury market
or high-end segments) moving call centres, R&D facilities, design centres and factories back home.
Links: Provenance, authenticity, CSR, nationalism, de-globalisation, localism, repatriation of call centres.
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I have a bad feeling about this one. In theory ‘Enoughism’ is in full swing. We have seamlessly shifted from
greed to good – from me to we – and we are now at the start of a new era in which social, environmental and
ethical considerations are central to any discussion, issue or idea. There are clearly still people that believe
in free market dogmas but they are looking increasingly silly. Or perhaps not.
Part of this shift from the primacy of the individual to that of the group means that the needs of others have
to be taken into account. Thus, the idea that all of the world’s people should be able to share a slice of the
pie. This inevitably means that some people will get more and some will get less than they have been used
to. In developed economies this means buying less, consuming less and perhaps fixing or mending things
rather than replacing them. It also means doing without certain things.
Books such as Enough by John Naish and How to be Free by Tom Hodgkinson tap into this ethos and there
are undoubtedly a large number of people out there for whom ‘less’ is the new aspiration. But will it last? Is
greed really dead or is it just resting for a while? Personally, I think it’s largely a fad. Either it won’t last or it
will only affect a small number of people. Moreover, whilst ‘Enoughist’ values become popular in developed
nations, such beliefs appear rather ridiculous in other regions. Across much of Africa and Asia people many
people barely have enough and in fast growing urban areas such as Dubai, Shanghai or Mumbai people can’t,
it seems, get enough. Part of this is clearly a re-balancing of global consumption. But from a values point of
view it is almost as though we are witnessing the desire to trade places.
Links with: Environmentalism, resource shortages, rising costs, make do and mend, frugality, no-frills, utility,
declining real wages.
Conflicts with: Greed, instant gratification, culture of immediacy, individualism, sense of entitlement.
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This is a flip side to expecting less. Expecting less is inner directed, much in the same way that true
philanthropy is anonymous. You do both because you believe that what you are doing is right. What anyone
else thinks (or sees) is irrelevant. But there is another side to expecting less, where using or consuming less
meets an old set of selfish attitudes and behaviours.
The idea here is that some people not only want to be green or good but want others to see them doing it.
It is externally directed. In some ways this is no bad thing. The more people that see a Toyota Prius (Pious?)
the more other people might accept the idea of buying one for themselves. Ditto smaller cars in the US, water
conservation, recycling and so on.
But there is another, more selfish side to this too. This is the flaunting-it side of social, ethical and environmental
behaviour, where people are not simply content with doing their bit but want to be seen as either a trendsetter or someone that¹s better than everyone else.
Again, nothing so dreadfully wrong with this in one sense except that at the extreme these people don¹t
actually give a damn about being good or responsible. It is ethical behaviour as a fashion statement and
fashions, as we all know, change.
Predictions: Companies charging customers more to get less
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First it was unsupervised children. The thought that it was unsafe for children to play alone outside.
But it appears that battery-farmed children are merely the beginning. Collectively, we are now so afraid
of the unknown that adults (primarily men) are now seen as predatory until proven innocent - i.e. adults
cannot be trusted and need supervision. For example, last summer I took my two boys, aged 8 and 6, to an
outdoor swimming pool outside London. They got changed and we all walked over to the pool. They jumped
in and I walked* over to a row of chairs a few feet away from them. In what seemed like a nanosecond a
lifeguard appeared and informed me that I would have to move for “child protection reasons.” Apparently,
being a man, I might be a risk. This was slightly odd. The only children in the swimming pool were my
own kids. Presumably this was because, being an English summer, most parents had done a personal risk
assessment and concluded that the water temperature in the outdoor pool might be a health and safety risk.
This precautionary principle is now being applied to schools. Anyone wanting to physically enter a school (a
parent with kids at school for instance) will have to undergo police checks to ensure that they are not a threat.
What’s next  compulsory video monitoring inside every home in the country? Why not? If you weren’t doing
anything wrong how could you object?** George Orwell is turning in his grave. I can see him with my live,
government approved, security webcam.
* Running is obviously not allowed due to risk of injury and potential litigation
** I can think of several fairly serious objections to this idea
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People are now constantly distracted and find it difficult to stay focused on any one thing for more than a
matter of minutes. This state of affairs is known as Constant Partial Attention (CPA), a term coined by an
ex- Microsoft researcher by the name of Linda Stone. But CPA is starting to spawn something else, which I
think should be called Constant Partial Stupidity (CPS).
The idea here is that we are so busy monitoring the digital environment with digital devices that our attention
is becoming fragmented. Furthermore, the explosion of digital information means that our memories are
under attack because there is now just too much to remember. The result is a lack of quality thinking and an
increase in avoidable mistakes.
For example, have you ever missed an appointment because you read an email too fast and didn’t see
the footnote about the last minute change of venue? You probably used a mobile phone to find out where
everyone was but you could have been in trouble if the battery was dead (you still haven’t backed-up your
address list or printed out those photographs have you?).
Or how about your inability to remember multiple passwords, with the result that getting money out of an
ATM at weekends has been turned into something resembling the national lottery? Or what about phone
numbers? What is your home telephone number? Many people no longer have a clue and it’s not simply
because they use a mobile telephone. This is the brave new world of too much information and not enough
functioning memory.
Human attention is finite so inventing new distractions like Twitter is all very well but there are consequences,
such as our inability not to notice or remember simple bits of information. Doing things too fast (and having
too much to do) can result in other silly things, such as sending out rushed emails (compose in haste, repent
at leisure) or hitting ‘reply all’ when you really don’t want to.
In London a local council has experimented with cushioning on lampposts because pedestrians are walking
into lampposts while they are texting. There are serious examples of semi-stupidity too. How about the truck
driver that was looking at Google maps whilst driving on the M6 motorway – he ended up killing six people.
Links: Multi-tasking, single tasking, the attention economy, distraction, information explosion, memory, risk.
Also links with the opposite trend - i.e. never forgetting, digital immortality, spot knowledge and so on.
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One of the more ironic consequences of digitalisation is that the more connected we become the more
isolated we feel. In short, real-world communities are breaking apart in favour of sealed off individuals. Part
of the reason for this is that most of our newfound connectivity is wafer thin and it is isolation that is the
recurring theme of life in the 21st Century. We have been persuaded to trade intimacy for familiarity and we
are now paying the price.
For example, we know lots of people but we know them less well. We follow people on Twitter and feel that we
know them but we are deluding ourselves. How can any friendship be properly maintained in 140 characters
or less? It can’t. The reason that Twitter has been successful is that it gives the illusion of connection. We feel
empowered because we can tell the world what we are doing (right now) but it plays straight into exhibitionist,
narcissistic and voyeuristic urges.
Facebook friends are another example. Did you know that the average Facebook user has 130 friends? Great.
But did you also know that research by sociologists at the University of Arizona and Duke University North
Carolina (US) has found that Americans have fewer real friends? What’s a real friend? Back in 1985 the
average American had three people to talk to about their problems. Now the figure is just two.
Other research suggests that the proportion of Americans who say that they have nobody whatsoever to
confide in has increased from 10% to 25% over the last twelve years. This broadly supports some very
recent (December 2009) research by the Samaritan’s in the UK that showed that young people are more
worried about loneliness than the elderly (21% for those aged 18-24 years of age versus 8% for the 55+
age group).
Implications?
Expect to see an increase in feelings of aloneness and depression. Also expect people over a certain age to
drift away from social networks and digital friendships in favour of their physical equivalents. Finally, expect
to see an increased amount of interest in physical gatherings, live events and the thought that life is about
quality not quantity.
Links: People buying digital friends online (e.g. uSocial.net)
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Digitalisation has recently reshaped entire industries, including music, photography and publishing. It is also
changing behaviour. Thanks to digitalisation we are now constantly connected and expect to get whatever
we want whenever we want it, which is usually now. And we expect to personalise everything too. But there
are some significant downsides emerging. One issue is that of overall experience. No virtual experience can
possibly match its physical equivalent and people are slowly starting to realise this. For example, it was widely
predicted that DVD stores would eventually go out of business – replaced by instant downloads or next day
delivery in the mail. Similarly, people forecast that going to the cinema would soon die out because it would
be cheaper and more convenient to rent a film for the night. Perhaps you could even have a film delivered by
motorcycle and have your dinner picked up at the same time.
But all this rather misses the point. Browsing thousands of movie titles online is all very well but spending half
an hour in a well-run video store is somehow more satisfying. Accidental encounters with other customers,
or serendipitous conversations with passionate staff, are both richer experiences than sitting in front of a PC
or fiddling with a mobile phone. The same is true with public libraries.
The prediction that libraries will one day disappear due to a combination of Google + e-books misses one
rather vital point. Physical libraries contain books but that’s not the only reason people visit. Libraries are an
experience that is the sum of the physical space (usually quiet and safe) + books + information + people.
Another example of the flight to the physical is the survival of vinyl. In Australia, vinyl records – and record
shops – are making a comeback. In Japan sales of fountain pens are doing well. So too are sales of ‘wet film’
for 35mm photography. Part of all this is undoubtedly to do with nostalgia – or being seen to be ‘different’
- but there is something much deeper going on here too. Humans are inherently social. We crave interaction
with other people and we desire sensation, especially interaction with aesthetically pleasing physical
objects. Perhaps this is why we are starting to see a reaction against the soullessness of digital products
and services.
Implications?
The more that everyday life becomes digital and virtual the more you can expect some people (tactilists
perhaps?) to crave the opposite. Moreover, if people continue to be anxious about the future there will be a
continued interest in holding physical assets that can be touched. Think of real estate and physical gold as
two examples.
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We are spending more time alone, either because we live/work alone or because everyday life increasingly
involves a degree of automation, digitalisation and virtualisation, all of which can reduce physical human
contact.
For example, there is now less need to interact with ticketing staff at airports. Once you are on onboard there
is also little chance of a real conversation because you are confronted with a seat-back screen the moment
you sit down, or because the person next to you is on the phone*
Similarly, some companies are experimenting with customer service avatars, so in the future you won’t even
be able to have a real conversation with a nice man from Mumbai. And even if you do come into contact
with other people many of them do not wish to connect with you. This might be because they are in a hurry
to get somewhere else or because there is a digital device, such as a mobile phone or iPod, in between you
and them.
Examples of shared experiences? Live music is a very good example. We are downloading music files, movies
and now books but all these can be strangely sterile experiences.Perhaps this is why live music festivals,
cinema going, theatre going, book clubs and writer’s festivals are all booming.
Predictions: Expect a shift whereby people celebrate participation and the communality of experience
above and beyond idiosyncratic expression. Also expect a continued boom in father/son camping trips and
communal tables in fast-food joints and top-end restaurants.We might also see shops attempting (probably
unsuccessfully) to ban mobile phone use in stores, especially at service counters and in check-out isles.
BTW, this is a counter-trend to digitalisation, which is a much stronger trend. Do not expect this to replace
digitalisation or virtualisation. It will simply sit alongside both.
Links: Presence (the opposite of telepresence)
* Use of mobile phones is now allowed on British Airways flights between London City Airport and JFK and
on some Malaysia Airlines and Emirates Airlines flights
Photo credit: Jonathan Sands (I think?)
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Fed up with being anxious or afraid? You are probably not alone. A spate of recent apocalyptic warnings about
everything from total financial meltdown (another Great Depression and the end of Capitalism as we know
it), swine flu (millions likely to die), the disappearance of bees (global food shortages), rogue asteroids (total
planetary destruction) and deep vein thrombosis on long-haul flights (buy special socks or you might die) have
made some people a little bit jumpy.
On the other hand, there is only so much bad news that people can take. At some point people figure
that things are so bad that they can’t possibly get any worse, or else because so many of the so-called
‘apocalyptic’ warnings and predictions have not come true, you really can’t believe anything anyone says
these days – especially nothing uttered by politicians, journalists and scientists. It’s almost a blitz mentality.
Things are so gloomy that you might as well just keep calm and carry on in the hope that it’s them and
not you.
However, this optimistic silver lining has a nasty dark cloud inside. If the experts are proved wrong time and
time again, either due to bad information or because they err of the extreme side of caution, then people
will, in all probability, ignore a very real warning when one finally comes along. Best not to worry about that
possibility I guess.
Links: Global connectivity, information pandemics, culture of litigation, risk management, Precautionary
Principle, shift to safe savings (bonds, gilts, cash).dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddfffffffffffffffffffff
Opportunities: People want security, safety and control. They also want things that are simple and easy to
understand.
* Max Kaehn’s idea (thanks Max)
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Only 1% of Google searches proceed beyond the first page of results.
Ref: The Dumbest Generation by Mark Bauerlein
20% of UK teachers think that the cane (corporal punishment) should be re-introduced in UK schools
in orderto restore classroom order.
Ref: Times Education Supplement (UK)
The English language version of Wikipedia lost 49,000 volunteer contributors during QTR 1 2009.
Ref: Daily Mail (UK)
The number of female bank robbers in the US increased by 25% since 2002.
Ref: CNN (US)
20% of 26-year-olds in the US live with their parents. In 1990 the figure was 11%.
Ref: Mark Bauerlein, The Dumbest Generation
In Italy, in 2007, there were 574,215 official limousines to ferry around 180,000 elected politicians.
Ref: London Review of Books (UK)
90% of Chinese do not possess health insurance or a retirement fund.
Ref: Jacques Attali, a Brief History of the Future
In 1985, Chinese people ate roughly 20kg of meat per head. In 2009 this figure is expected to hit 50kg per head.
Ref: The Economist (UK)
The average length of stay in Australian hospitals was 3.3 days in 2006. In 1986 the figure was 6.5 days.
Ref: Australian Bureau of Statistics (Aus)
37,000 state employees in Alabama (US) will have to pay an extra $25 a month in health insurance in 2011
because their weight is now considered a health risk.
Ref: New Scientist (US)
In the 1950s the fertility rate in South Korea was 4.5%. It is now 1.5%.
Ref: Jacques Attali, A Brief History of the Future
53% of births in London are to immigrant mothers. The highest percentage (68%) is in Kensington &
Chelsea.
Ref: Newsweek (US)
Sales of newspapers increased by 1.3% worldwide in 2008. Between 2005-2009 sales increased by 8.8%
Ref: AFP/Prospect (UK)
The use of public libraries has doubled in the US over the past decade in the US.
Ref: NPR.org (US)
50% of China's 500 largest cities lack drinkable water or proper sewage.
Ref: A Brief History of the Future by Jacques Attali
50% of people in the UK think that the world is getting worse as a place to live In Greece the figure is 74%.
(where else they would like to live is unclear).
Ref: Wall Street Journal (US)
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There are roughly 700 million cars in existence worldwide.
According to the IMF, this figure will rise to 3 billion by 2050.
Ref: Economist. (UK)
By 2050 there will be almost as many cars in China as there are currently in the entire world.
Ref: Economist (UK)
Almost 40% of Britons that emigrate eventually return home.
Ref: Daily Telegraph (UK)
19% of American children live in poverty.
Ref: US Government census (US)
In the US, real estate was responsible for 60% of financial gains of households over the last two decades.
Ref: A Brief History of the Future by Jacques Attali
There are 228 million internet users in China versus 217 million in the US. In penetration terms China has
16% penetration versus 69% in the US.
Ref: William's Inference (US)
In 1800, average life expectancy in Europe and the US was about 40. By 2000 it was roughly 80.
Ref: The Next 100 Years by George Friedman
Polluted water kills 22,000 people every day.
Ref: A Brief History of the Future by Jacques Attali
The average person drinks 2 litres of water per day but actually uses approximately 3,000.
Ref: Economist (UK)
In the US, 50 million families can't afford to pay off their credit card bills.
Ref: Harvard Business Review (US)
According to JP Morgan Nestle, Unilever, Coca-Cola and Anheuser-Busch together use 575 billion litres of water
annually
Ref: The Economist (UK)
90% of rivers near urban areas in China are severely polluted
Ref: World Bank.
US energy needs are around 21 million barrels of oil per day. 70% of this energy is imported.
Ref: Newsweek (US)
In 2008 an average PC was 32,000 times more powerful and 12 times less expensive than an average PC in 1981.
Ref: A Brief History of the Future by Jacques Attali
Membership of cooperatives stands at 800 million people worldwide. This is figure is up 100% from 30 years ago.
Ref: Strategy + Business (US)
Approximately 3m people are employed in the retail sector in the UK - about the same number that are employed in
manufacturing.
Ref Economist (UK)
The ratio of workers to people drawing social security benefits was 16.5 to 1 in 1950. In 2050 this is predicted to
increase to 2 to 1 primarily due to societal ageing.
Ref: Time (US)
There are now 4 billion mobile (cell) phones in the world. 75% of these phones are in the developing world
Ref: The Economist (UK)
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Scenarios for 2010+

Acceptance of current
economic system and
values

Business
As usual

New age of
austerity

Economic
growth

Stagnation
Sustainable
capitalism

?

Rejection
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 Asia  Abstain  Accelerate  Accountant  Acquaintance  Adjust  Authenticity
 Apocalyptic  Afghanistan  Aggregation  Aggression  Acquisition  Balance
 Brazil  Biomechatronics  Bio-plastic  China  Cloud  Chaos  Carbon  Chapter-11
 Debt  Domestic  Delusional  Eco  Emissions  e-Books  Electricity  Food  Flood
 Fatigue  Fascism  Green  Genetics  Home  Healthcare  Hybrid  Inflation  Iran  Identity,
 Infrastructure  Jittery  Jobs  Kidult  Local  Malady  Multi-local
 Merger  Nationalism  New  Nanotubes  Obama  Old  Oil  Protectionism,
 Pastism  Pakistan  Purpose  Personalised  Quality  Receivership  Recession  Resources 
Recovery  Realness  Rage  Robotics  Right-wing  Regulation  Rogue  Screenager  Skittish,
 Sustainability  Shock  Skills  Saving  Simplicity  Storm  Steam-punk  Subdued  Shortage,
 Turnaround  Trust  Tribal  Techo-Romance  Transparency  Two-speed  U-turn
 Unemployed  Unfriend  Vancover  Vinyl  Value  Virtual  Water  Wild
 X-Gen  You  Zen  Zipcar
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